VAC meeting after Teddy Bear Picnic, Sunday in August, 2012
Every year we are obligated to turn in a report by October 1 on the fair’s progress toward the goals.
Paxton suggests this year we abandon a report on the projects and instead talk about what we want
to do with the vision summit.
The vision summit will be a fair wide meeting. The last time we did this and worked on 1 goal at a
time it took 3 years. According to Joseph 75% of the effort was wasted, how do we avoid that this
time?
Involve Tony so we have staff support! We need some staff with us on this project.
The public input process will start big and wide open for all input, then we need to winnow out best
comments, and record stuff. Really hone it down. We need to utilize survey monkey, Facebook and
aim for 100 people at a summit…ideally.
September is the best time and the Wayne Morse Center in Eugene might be the best place for this
venue. It will take us 11 months to cover all of this…
3 big questions! Are we refining, getting rid of or adding goals???
One top thing people felt we should do following the last survey was to buy and preserve new
wetlands.
Two things to do: 1. annual report, 2.get the goals discussion going.
Sept thru May
Idea! Make a Hologram laminate to be handed out at Fair 2013 that will advertise the goals session
time and place….
Paxton and Diane are going to bring this up to the board as a committee report.
Sept at the fairgrounds is the next board meeting.
Month by month thing is a recruiting goal, VAC@oregoncountyfair.net lets open up the email
response thing to all the board.
Go to all the crew coordinators, Norma sends out. Goes to crew
Reconnect with people. Do this report.
Need to schedule in person meeting in September. To work on goals.

Don’t but definite date but just September, your gong to check with Charlie to see what we can get.
In Eugene at a very nice place to have break out groups.
Hire a facilitator…someone that is good!!!
By then we have things we need to figure out based on feedback we have gotten in the past year.
Need to record everything, Facebook email make a list Use Google Docs
Google Talk is better than skype. Use it as well. Better quality at Google.

